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Foot callus thickness does not trade off protection
for tactile sensitivity during walking
Nicholas B. Holowka1,8, Bert Wynands2,8, Tina J. Drechsel2, Andrew K. Yegian1, Victoria A. Tobolsky1, Paul Okutoyi3,
Robert Mang’eni Ojiambo4,5, Diresibachew W. Haile4,6, Timothy K. Sigei7, Claudio Zippenfennig2, Thomas L. Milani2 &
Daniel E. Lieberman1*

Until relatively recently, humans, similar to other animals, were
habitually barefoot. Therefore, the soles of our feet were the only
direct contact between the body and the ground when walking.
There is indirect evidence that footwear such as sandals and
moccasins were first invented within the past 40 thousand years1,
the oldest recovered footwear dates to eight thousand years ago2
and inexpensive shoes with cushioned heels were not developed
until the Industrial Revolution3. Because calluses—thickened
and hardened areas of the epidermal layer of the skin—are the
evolutionary solution to protecting the foot, we wondered whether
they differ from shoes in maintaining tactile sensitivity during
walking, especially at initial foot contact, to improve safety on
surfaces that can be slippery, abrasive or otherwise injurious or
uncomfortable. Here we show that, as expected, people from Kenya
and the United States who frequently walk barefoot have thicker
and harder calluses than those who typically use footwear. However,
in contrast to shoes, callus thickness does not trade-off protection,
measured as hardness and stiffness, for the ability to perceive tactile
stimuli at frequencies experienced during walking. Additionally,
unlike cushioned footwear, callus thickness does not affect how hard
the feet strike the ground during walking, as indicated by impact
forces. Along with providing protection and comfort at the cost of
tactile sensitivity, cushioned footwear also lowers rates of loading
at impact but increases force impulses, with unknown effects on the
skeleton that merit future study.
Calluses are thickened areas of the keratinized outer layer of the
epidermis that typically form in humans and other animals when
the skin is exposed to high friction4. Such stimuli initiate a process of
hyperproliferation of keratinocytes in the deepest layer of the epidermis, the stratum basale5. These cells migrate towards the outermost
layer, the stratum corneum, but instead of differentiating into flat
and anucleate corneocytes, they maintain a more voluminous, nonsquamous shape. The number and size of these keratinocytes, in combination with increased expression of adhesion molecules and decreased
hydration make calluses thick and durable5,6. Although calluses can
cause problems in individuals with foot neuropathies or poorly fitting
shoes7,8, broadly distributed plantar calluses are natural in habitually
barefoot individuals9,10. Despite extensive calluses being an evolutionarily normal condition for humans, to our knowledge, no study has
measured plantar callus thickness and its effects on tactile sensitivity
in habitually barefoot individuals.
Tactile sensitivity results from cutaneous mechanoreceptors—
sensory nerve endings in the dermis that are triggered by mechanical deformation. These receptors are divided into slow adaptive (SA)
receptors that respond to static stimulation such as steady pressure or
stretching, and fast adaptive (FA) receptors that sense rapid pressure
changes. Of the four mechanoreceptor types, SA1 and FA1 are located
more superficially and have small receptive fields with sharp borders;

SA2 and FA2 are more deeply embedded, with large fields and shallow
borders11. Fast adaptive receptors comprise the majority of mechanoreceptors in the foot and have been linked to tactile perception in
dynamic behaviours, including initial foot contact and foot lift during
walking12. As slow adaptive receptors primarily sense static behaviours
such as standing, we focus on FA1 receptors (also known as Meissner’s
corpuscles) and FA2 receptors (also known as Pacinian corpuscles),
which are most sensitive to dynamic pressure changes in the range of
5–50 Hz and 100–300 Hz, respectively13,14.
Here we test the hypothesis that plantar calluses do not compromise
tactile perception. As habitually barefoot individuals are thought to
develop thick calluses, and individuals with minimal calluses often
find barefoot walking on rough surfaces to be uncomfortable, it is
commonly assumed that thick calluses, similar to thick shoe soles,
trade-off foot protection with the ability to perceive tactile stimuli15,16.
However, if callused skin is stiff, it should transmit mechanical stimuli
to the mechanoreceptors in the deeper dermis with little dampening.
In addition, given the importance of tactile sensitivity for balance and
locomotion12,17, one might expect natural selection to favour the ability
to increase callus thickness without compromising plantar sensitivity.
We therefore predict that, in contrast to cushioned footwear, variations
in callus thickness should not affect walking mechanics, including the
beginning of a step when the heel first contacts the ground.
To test these hypotheses, we first assessed plantar callus thickness,
skin hardness and stiffness, as well as foot sensitivity and walking kinetics in 81 adults from a predominantly Kalenjin-speaking population
in western Kenya (Extended Data Table 1). These individuals were
from rural or urban areas, and ranged in footwear use from wearing
shoes every day to rarely or never wearing them. Callus thickness was
measured as thickness of the epidermis below the centre of the heel
and below the first metatarsal head using a portable B-mode ultrasound transducer (Fig. 1a). We assessed plantar sensitivity along with
skin hardness and stiffness at the same locations. Because hardness is
a more direct measurement of the resistance of the skin to indentation (see Methods), and skin stiffness is significantly correlated with
hardness for both the heel (r = 0.58, P < 0.001) and metatarsal head
(r = 0.54, P < 0.001), we focus here on hardness (for stiffness measurements, see Extended Data Figs. 1, 2, Extended Data Tables 2, 3 and
Supplementary Discussion).
Although this study primarily treats callus thickness as a continuous variable that is independent of footwear history, we first assessed
the effects of habitual footwear use on callus thickness and skin hardness by dividing participants into ‘usually shod’ (n = 46) and ‘usually
barefoot’ (n = 35) categories based on self-reported daily footwear use
(see Methods). As predicted, usually barefoot individuals had 27%
thicker heel calluses (P < 0.001) and 31% thicker metatarsal head calluses (P < 0.001) compared to usually shod individuals (Fig. 1b and
Extended Data Table 3). Callus thickness was positively correlated with
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Fig. 1 | Effects of callus thickness on skin hardness. a, Representative
ultrasound images of callus thickness in heel and first metatarsal head
(MH) regions; the two bright, hyperechoic lines are the superficial and
deep margins of the epidermis. b, c, Comparison of callus thickness (cm) (b)
and skin hardness (Shore units, Sh) (c) in usually shod (white; callus
thickness: heel n = 43 individuals, metatarsal head n = 46 individuals;
skin hardness: heel n = 46 individuals, metatarsal head n = 46 individuals)
and usually barefoot (grey; callus thickness: heel n = 33 individuals,
metatarsal head n = 30 individuals; skin hardness: heel n = 35 individuals,
metatarsal head n = 35 individuals) Kenyan individuals. Significant
differences after log-transforming the data were calculated (two-tailed
Welch’s two-sample t-tests, *P < 0.05; for exact values see Extended Data
Table 3), Data are mean + 1 s.d. d, e, Relationship between callus thickness
and skin hardness in the heel (d; n = 75) and metatarsal head (e; n = 75)
in usually shod and barefoot Kenyan individuals, r and P values are from
Pearson product–moment correlation association tests.

skin hardness in both the heel (r = 0.64; P < 0.001) and the metatarsal
head (r = 0.56; P < 0.001; Fig. 1d, e), with usually barefoot individuals averaging 27% and 29% harder skin in the heel and metatarsal
head (both, P < 0.001), respectively, than usually shod individuals
(Fig. 1c).
To measure the relationship between callus thickness and fast adaptive receptor sensitivity in the heel and metatarsal head, we used a
customized vibration stimulus protocol with 30-Hz vibrations for FA1
receptors and 200-Hz vibrations for FA2 receptors18. General linear
models accounting for the effects of age, sex and footwear use found no
effect of callus thickness or skin hardness on sensitivity to 30- or 200-Hz
vibrations at either the heel or metatarsal head, which supports our
prediction that plantar calluses do not affect fast adaptive receptor sensitivity (Fig. 2 and Extended Data Table 4). Age was significantly positively associated with sensitivity threshold for all conditions (P = 0.034
to P < 0.001), which meant that older individuals tended to have less
sensitive feet—in keeping with findings from previous studies16. For
200-Hz vibrations, males had 87% higher thresholds on average than
females at the heel (P = 0.027) for reasons that are not fully understood
but that are consistent with previous studies19,20. Usually barefoot individuals had 150% higher 200-Hz thresholds on average at the metatarsal head than usually shod individuals (P = 0.006), but the absolute
difference was slight in practical terms16,21, and was driven by only a
few participants, with substantial overlap between groups (Fig. 2d).
Therefore, we conclude that in contrast to cushioned shoes, plantar
calluses protect the sole of the foot without causing a loss of dynamic
sensitivity. The likely explanation for this finding is that calluses consist
of a stiff, hard, dehydrated layer of keratinocytes in the epidermis5,6 that
should not dampen high-frequency forces, unlike the rubber and foam
cushioning commonly found in many shoes22,23.
Although fast adaptive receptors sense applied forces throughout
stance, we primarily examined the effects of callus thickness and
N A t U r e | www.nature.com/nature
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Fig. 2 | Relationship between callus thickness and sensitivity.
a, c, Scatter plot of callus thickness versus vibration threshold for FA1
receptors at 30 Hz in Kenyan individuals (usually shod (white) and
barefoot (grey)) at the heel (a; n = 67 individuals) and first metatarsal
head (c; n = 68 individuals). b, d, Scatter plot of callus thickness versus
vibration threshold for FA2 receptors at 200 Hz in Kenyan individuals
(usually shod and barefoot) at the heel (b; n = 67 individuals) and
metatarsal head (d; n = 68 individuals). Dashed lines represent the
relationship between callus thickness and vibration threshold from
general linear models, with callus thickness coefficient set as the slope
and the intercept calculated by summing the products of predictor
coefficients and their respective average values among study
participants. P values come from two-tailed type-3 analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) on model effects of callus thickness on vibration
threshold from general linear regression models presented in Extended
Data Table 4.

footwear at the beginning of a walking step when the heel contacts
the ground. It is well-established that footwear alters the impact peak
of the ground reaction force at heel contact, probably owing to the
effects of cushioning and possibly owing to subtle changes in gait
due to loss of tactile perception22,24,25. However, because calluses do
not reduce fast adaptive receptor sensitivity, we predicted that there
is no relationship between callus thickness and impact forces during
barefoot walking. We therefore measured ground reaction forces in
57 of the Kenyan participants during overground walking at preferred
speeds (0.9–1.5 m s−1), and calculated impact peak magnitude (Fpeak),
the average rate of loading during impact (Frate) and the vertical force
impulse from foot contact to impact peak (Fimpulse) (Fig. 3a). In linear
mixed-effects models, in which we controlled for the effects of speed,
sex and footwear use, we found that callus thickness was not significantly associated with any of the impact force variables (Fig. 3b, c
and Extended Data Table 5). However, speed was significantly
associated with Fpeak and Frate (P < 0.001), usually barefoot individuals
had on average 12% (P = 0.006) higher Fpeak than usually shod individuals, and males had on average 37% (P = 0.013) and 74% (P < 0.001)
higher Fpeak and Frate than females, respectively (Fig. 3b and Extended
Data Fig. 3).
Finally, to test the prediction that footwear, unlike callus thickness,
affects impact forces, we collected data from 22 adults from the Boston
area in the United States who ranged from usually shod to usually
barefoot. These participants walked on a force-plate-instrumented
treadmill at preferred speeds (0.8–1.4 m s−1) barefoot, wearing cushioned athletic shoes and wearing uncushioned minimal shoes, and
we measured impact forces using both kinematic and kinetic data
(Methods). Using general linear models to control for sex and speed,
we again found that callus thickness was not associated with any of
the impact force variables, but Frate was on average 4.0 and 2.8 times
higher when participants walked barefoot and wearing uncushioned
shoes, respectively, than when wearing cushioned shoes (P < 0.001;
Fig. 3e and Extended Data Tables 6, 7). Frate was 39% higher on average
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Fig. 3 | Relationship between callus thickness and the impact peak of
the vertical ground reaction force during walking. a, Representative
vertical ground reaction force showing variables measured.
b, c, Relationship between callus thickness and rate of loading
standardized by body weight (BW) (BW s−1) and impulse (BW ms) in
usually barefoot (grey; n = 29 individuals, n = 77 steps) and shod (white;
n = 28 individuals, n = 44 steps) Kenyan individuals. Box plots depict
comparisons between usually barefoot and shod individuals. Likelihood
ratio tests carried out on model variance from linear mixed-effects models
indicate no significant relationship between callus thickness and impact
force variables, and no significant difference between footwear-use
categories (P > 0.05; see Extended Data Table 5). d, Representative vertical
ground reaction force of impact peak during walking when barefoot
(solid), wearing uncushioned shoes (dashed) and wearing cushioned

shoes (dotted). e, f, Relationship between callus thickness and rate of
loading (BW s−1) and impulse (BW ms) in individuals from the United
States (n = 22 individuals) when barefoot (white), wearing uncushioned
shoes (light grey) and wearing cushioned shoes (dark grey). Box plots
depict comparisons between footwear conditions (Extended Data Table 6);
significant differences between pairs were calculated based on two-sided
pairwise contrasts of variance from linear mixed-effects models presented
in Extended Data Table 7, with Holm–Bonferroni P-value correction
(*P < 0.05). For all box plots (b, c, e, f), boxes represent interquartile
ranges, middle bars represent median values, whiskers extend to the most
extreme data point ± 1.5× the interquartile range, and more extreme
data points are indicated by circles. For impact peak magnitude results see
Extended Data Fig. 3.

in the barefoot versus uncushioned shoe conditions (P = 0.002).
Moreover, Fimpulse was on average 3.0 and 2.5 times higher when wearing cushioned shoes versus when barefoot or when wearing uncushioned shoes, respectively (P < 0.001), and 20% higher when wearing
uncushioned shoes versus the barefoot condition (P = 0.009; Fig. 3f).
Speed was significantly correlated with Fpeak and Fimpulse (P < 0.05),
but there were no differences in Fpeak among footwear conditions
(Extended Data Fig. 3).
These results indicate that thicker calluses, unlike footwear with
viscoelastic cushioning, protect the foot without compromising sensitivity and also do not alter the rate or impulse of ground reaction
forces incurred at heel contact during walking. By contrast, the large
differences in impact forces between the footwear conditions that
we tested corroborate evidence24 that cushioning trades off reduced
Frate with higher Fimpulse. We conclude that, until the relatively recent
invention and wide availability of footwear, plantar calluses functioned effectively in humans (as they presumably do in other animals),
providing a protective layer of variable thickness while maintaining
the ability to perceive a broad range of tactile stimuli during locomotion. In addition, uncushioned shoes are more similar to calluses than
cushioned shoes in terms of function, but still have small effects on
Frate and Fimpulse.
The ability of the foot to increase callus thickness in response to
environmental stimuli such as friction, combined with the absence of
a trade-off between protection and tactile perception, make calluses
a remarkable example of engineering by natural selection that has
implications for assessing the effects of cushioning on walking forces.
Because humans evolved to walk barefoot, our musculoskeletal systems
are probably adapted to cope with two to three times higher the Frate
and one-third the Fimpulse that are typically experienced when walking

in modern cushioned shoes. Coupled with evidence that contemporary
hunter-gatherers take approximately three to five times more steps per
day on average than humans in post-industrial societies26,27, these findings indicate that many people today do not experience evolutionarily
normal loading from walking. Future research is needed to evaluate the
musculoskeletal effects of walking fewer steps in modern cushioned
shoes with lower Frate and higher Fimpulse. A second issue raised by this
study is the degree to which the effects of footwear on tactile perception
influence gait and stability. Although most footwear probably does not
attenuate sensitivity to the extent caused by ageing and neuropathies
(including those caused by type 2 diabetes), diminished perception of
walking surfaces alters gait and impairs balance control, which may
result in an increased risk of falling12,17,28,29. The relatively minor differences between impact forces in barefoot and uncushioned shoes, along
with evidence that stiff-soled shoes can amplify some high-frequency
vibrations30, highlight the need to evaluate the potential benefits of
stiff-soled footwear among individuals at risk of falling from lack of
tactile plantar perception.
In conclusion, footwear—as with many recent cultural innovations—
provides many benefits, including protection, comfort and style, but
also has costs. Although many people today prefer wearing shoes to
being barefoot, shoes inhibit the perception of tactile stimuli from the
ground, and cushioning alters impact force rates and impulses in ways
for which the consequences are poorly understood. Because calluses do
not cause these trade-offs, there is a need for prospective studies on the
potential costs and benefits of minimal footwear such as moccasins or
sandals with relatively thin, stiff and uncushioned soles that function
more similarly to calluses relative to highly cushioned shoes that have
become common only since the invention of rubber and foam heels in
the industrial era.
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Participants. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size.
We collected data from 41 participants (20 female, 33 ± 11 years old; 21 male,
37 ± 15 years old) from the city of Eldoret, Kenya and 40 participants from
the Nandi Hills region in rural Kenya (20 female, 38 ± 12 years old; 20 male,
44 ± 13 years old; Extended Data Tables 1, 2). Both samples consisted of predominantly Kalenjin-speaking adults who were recruited by word of mouth with the
help of local Kenyans involved in the study. On the basis of their self-reported
footwear use, participants were assigned to either usually barefoot (wear shoes
≤3 days per week; n = 35) or usually shod (wear shoes every day; n = 46). Inclusion
criteria were being 18–70 years of age, having no obvious gait abnormalities, no
open foot injuries and no diseases affecting the somatosensory system. Before data
collection, participants provided informed consent in Swahili or English.
We also collected data from 22 adults from the greater Boston area in the United
States, including 15 usually shod individuals (7 female, 22 ± 4 years old; 8 male,
27 ± 6 years old) and 7 individuals who reported being frequently or usually
barefoot (1 female, 23 years old; 6 male, 58 ± 13 years old). Inclusion criteria
were having no gait abnormalities, foot injuries or somatosensory system diseases.
For these participants, we only measured callus thickness and impact peak forces
during walking (see below). Before data collection, participants provided written
informed consent.
All data collection procedures were approved by the Committee on the Use of
Human Subjects at Harvard University and the Moi University College of Health
Sciences Institutional Research and Ethics Committee and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the ethical principles of the Belmont
Report.
Sensory examination of the foot sole. For sensitivity measurements, participants
lay on a bed or examination table in a prone position. To account for the influence
of temperature on vibration sensitivity, participants underwent a 10-min acclimatization to room temperature with bare feet before vibration thresholds were
measured. All measurements were taken using a customized vibration exciter
(Mini-Shaker, Brüel & Kjaer Vibro; type 4180). The vertical movement of the probe
(diameter, 7.8 mm) on top of the vibration exciter was calibrated using a highprecision capacitive sensor to obtain direct readings of the vibration amplitude
(μm). With the help of a swivel arm, the probe was positioned perpendicularly
to the measurement spots at the foot sole. An integrated force sensor (DS050A9,
Disynet) displayed the force the probe exerted against the skin. We adjusted the
force whenever it departed from the intended range (0.7–1.2 N). To eliminate environmental noises, participants wore noise cancelling headphones (QuietComfort
25, Bose) throughout the measurement.
FA1 and FA2 receptor sensitivities were measured using 30-Hz and 200-Hz
vibration frequencies, respectively. These frequencies were chosen because they
are at the middle of the reported frequency ranges for these receptors13,14, and
minimize the chance of stimulating non-target receptors. To measure vibration
thresholds, defined as the smallest perceivable vibration amplitude, we ran a customized vibration threshold protocol based on a previous study31. Participants were
instructed to press a button if they perceived a 2-s vibration burst. Randomized
breaks (3–7 s) between bursts prevented the anticipation of successive stimuli.
Starting with a high-amplitude stimulus perceived by the participant, the protocol
continually halves the vibration amplitude of every upcoming burst until a stimulus
is not perceived. The next stimulus intensity is set at the midpoint between the
smallest perceived and the largest undetected vibration burst. Every following burst
becomes a new limit for the successive burst, narrowing down the position of the
threshold. The protocol stopped four bursts after the first undetected stimulus, and
the mean of the lowest perceived and the highest unperceived vibration amplitude
was recorded as the vibration threshold of the participant. This procedure took
2 min and was performed 3 times for each block. If participants pressed the trigger
more than twice when no vibration was present, we ensured that the participant
understood the task and restarted the trial from the beginning. In total, participants
underwent four measurement blocks, composed of the combinations of vibration
frequencies (30 Hz and 200 Hz) with measurement locations (first metatarsal head
and heel) in a randomized order. For each block, the mean of three vibrations
thresholds was used for data analysis.
Mechanical properties of the foot sole. Mechanical property measurements were
taken at the same approximate locations as vibration sensitivity measurements.
Hardness and stiffness measurements were conducted in a randomized order
during the acclimatization of the sensory examination to ensure a time-efficient
measuring procedure. Mechanical deformation of the skin was determined by
means of a Shore OO Durometer (AD-100, Checkline), which is commonly used
to assess skin hardness32,33. Toe flexion influences durometer readings at the metatarsal head, so the foot was propped up such that the toe was placed in a neutral
position. This may have introduced some small error in the measurement because
the durometer had to be held in a slightly angled position rather than vertically
above the measurement surface. The probe (diameter, 2.4 mm) of the device was

applied perpendicularly to the metatarsal head and the heel and exerted a force of
1.111 N. On the basis of the penetration depth of the probe, the analogue scale of
the device outputs Shore OO hardness units (Sh), from 0 (softest) to 100 (hardest).
Therefore, hardness is defined as the indentation depth created by a defined pressure. Three readings were conducted at each spot in alternating order to create a
pause between measurements at the same spot.
We measured skin stiffness with a custom-built indentometer (Chemnitz
University of Technology). The indentometer uses a circular probe (diameter,
11.3 mm) pressed against the skin until 30 N force is reached. During this process,
the device tracks indentation depth of the probe and exerted force. Therefore, skin
stiffness is defined by the slope of the relationship between indentation depth and
force increase. Three readings were taken for each spot and the means were used
for data analysis. Because the indentometer exerts a considerably higher force on
the skin than the durometer, its measurements are more likely to be affected by
subdermal soft tissues (for example, the heel pad), and we therefore considered
the durometer measurements to be more reliable indicators of the resistance of
the skin to indentation (see Extended Data Fig. 2 and Supplementary Discussion).
Callus thickness. Callus thickness was measured as the thickness of the epidermis
in the same approximate locations as sensitivity and mechanical property measurements (Fig. 1a) with an L12-4 broadband linear array ultrasound transducer
(Philips Lumify, Philips). The following device setup was used: B-mode, 14 MHz,
2-cm image depth, −0.3 dB power, musculoskeletal setting (mechanical index 0.5,
thermal index 0). The handheld transducer was attached to a smart pad to visualize
the epidermal layer via live mode while capturing images. All ultrasound imaging
was performed by a single, experienced investigator (N.B.H.) while the participant
sat in a chair with his or her left leg extended and propped up, and while the probe
was applied to the sole of the foot. For each location three ultrasound images were
captured, and the sharpest image in which the borders of the epidermis were most
clearly visible was retained for further measurement. A single investigator (N.B.H.)
took all measurements on the ultrasound images to avoid inter-investigator error.
To avoid potential measurement bias, all images were assigned random identifier
numbers and measured without the investigator knowing which individual or
footwear group the image came from. Callus thickness was measured using ImageJ
software as the distance between the two most superficial hyperechoic lines that
demarcate the boundaries of the epidermis32. This measurement was taken where
the edges of these lines were most clearly defined in the image. A repeatability
analysis was carried out using the ultrasound images from the Kenyan participants to ensure that callus thickness measurements were reliable (Supplementary
Methods 1). We also tested for associations between callus thickness and anthropometric variables within the Kenya cohort to determine whether the thickness of
the epidermis might scale with body size (Supplementary Methods 2). We did not
find evidence for any scaling relationship, and so did not scale epidermis thickness
measurements in any analyses.
Impact peak forces. For our Kenyan cohort, participants walked at self-selected
speeds (0.9–1.5 m s−1) on an elevated runway with an Accugait forceplate (AMTI)
embedded at the centre recording at 1,000 Hz. Steps in which the participant’s
whole foot landed on the force plate, and during which the participant appeared
to maintain a constant speed before and after the step were retained for analysis.
One to four steps per participant were analysed in this manner (2.0 steps per participant on average), although for some participants there were no suitable steps
that could be analysed. To measure walking speed, a circular tape marker was
placed on the participant’s greater trochanter, and he or she was video recorded
while walking using a GoPro Hero 5 camera (GoPro) with a 7.5-mm 3 MP M12
lens (Back-Bone) recording at 120 Hz. Speed of walking was calculated based
on the horizontal distance travelled by this marker over the duration of a full
stride using the DigitizingTools_20160818 package34 in MATLAB (MathWorks).
Vertical ground reaction force data were collected using LabChart v.8.1.8 software
(ADInstruments) and analysed in MATLAB using custom-written software. Force
data were filtered using a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 100-Hz
cut-off frequency, and the beginning of a step was defined as occurring when the
filtered force data crossed a 5-N threshold. Impact peak force was defined as the
first local maximum after the beginning of a step that was followed by a drop in
force. Steps in which the impact peak was not clearly discernible were discarded
from further analysis. Average rate of loading (Frate) was calculated from the interval starting when the vertical ground reaction force exceeded 50 N and ending at
the 90% time point between the beginning of the step and the impact peak force.
The rate was calculated as the change in vertical ground reaction force between
each successive data frame divided by 0.001 s (the duration of each of frame)
and averaged over this interval. Impact force impulse (Fimpulse) was calculated by
integrating the vertical ground reaction force during this interval using the trapz
function in MATLAB.
For the US cohort, participants walked on a force-plate-instrumented treadmill recording at 1,000 Hz (Bertec) at self-selected speeds (0.8–1.4 m s−1) in
three different footwear conditions: barefoot, wearing cushioned athletic shoes
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(Asics Gel-Cumulus) and wearing uncushioned shoes (Vibram FiveFingers).
The order of these conditions was randomized. Before data collection, we placed
a reflective marker on the lateral malleolus and recorded the position of this
marker using an eight-camera motion-capture system (Oqus, Qualisys) recording at 500 Hz. We analysed 10 steps per participant per condition using customwritten MATLAB software. Force data were filtered using a fourth-order low-pass
Butterworth filter with a 70-Hz cut-off frequency, and the beginning of a step
was defined as occurring when the filtered force data crossed a 10-N threshold.
Kinematic data were filtered using a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter with
a 20-Hz cut-off frequency. Because no discernible impact peak was apparent in
vertical ground reaction force traces from most of the cushioned shoe steps, for all
steps from all footwear conditions, we defined the impact peak event as occurring
at the moment when the vertical descent of the lateral malleolus marker stopped
(<0.3 mm change in marker height between frames). The timing of this event corresponded very closely to the timing of the visible impact peak in vertical ground
reaction force traces from barefoot and uncushioned shoe trials (Supplementary
Methods 3). Using this event, we calculated Fpeak, Frate and Fimpulse as described
above, and averaged steps within each footwear condition for analysis. Previous
studies have documented slight differences in kinematic and kinetic data during overground and treadmill walking, including in maximum vertical ground
reaction force35, which suggests that the data from our US and Kenya cohorts
are not directly comparable. Nevertheless, no study has, to our knowledge, documented differences in impact forces between these modes, and the treadmill we
used had thick stiff plates directly below stiff belts, which means that impact peak
forces should not have been attenuated at all by the surface overlying the force
plates. Furthermore, any effect of the treadmill on impact forces should have been
consistent across conditions.
Statistical analysis. All variables were log-transformed for analysis to achieve
normality. All values that were ±3 s.d. from the mean for a given variable were
removed from sample data before analyses. All statistical analyses were performed
in R36. All statistical tests were two-tailed. Welch’s two-sample t-tests were used
to test for differences in callus thickness, skin hardness and skin stiffness between
usually barefoot and usually shod participants. Pearson’s product–moment correlation coefficients were used to test for association between callus thickness
and skin hardness, and between skin hardness and skin stiffness. General linear
models were used to assess the relationship between fast adaptive receptor sensitivity (vibration threshold) and callus thickness, with age and skin hardness set as
covariates, and sex and footwear use (usually barefoot or usually shod) set as fixed
effects. We included these effects because age is well-known to have a significant
effect on sensitivity31, sex has sometimes been found to have an effect on sensitivity19 and footwear use may have an effect owing to unknown neurological factors.
Type-3 ANOVAs were performed on model variance to test for significance of
model effects. To plot lines depicting the relationship between callus thickness
and vibration sensitivity from these models (Fig. 2), we used the coefficient of
callus thickness as the slope, and calculated the intercept of the line by summing
the products of the other model predictor coefficients and their respective average
values among study participants. Linear mixed-effects models were used to assess
the relationship between impact force variables and callus thickness in the Kenya
cohort, with individual steps serving as data points, age and walking speed set as
covariates, sex and footwear use set as fixed effects and subject identity set as a
random effect. Linear mixed-effects models were used to assess the relationship
between impact force variables and callus thickness in the US cohort, with age
and walking speed set as covariates, sex and shoe condition (barefoot, cushioned
shoe or uncushioned shoe) set as fixed effects and subject identity set as a random

effect. Linear mixed-effects models were created using the lme4 package in R37.
Likelihood ratio tests were used to test for significant model effects. For the US
cohort, pairwise contrasts between footwear conditions were carried out using the
lsmeans package in R38 with a Holm–Bonferroni P-value adjustment. For all models, residual plots were used to check for homoscedasticity and quantile–quantile
plots were used to check for normality.
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability

All relevant processed data supporting the findings of this study are available
as Source Data. Further data are available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.

Code availability

All MATLAB and R code used to process and statistically analyse the data are
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Skin stiffness. a, Comparison of skin stiffness in
usually shod (blue; n = 46) and usually barefoot (red; n = 34) individuals.
Data are mean + 1 s.d. Significant differences were calculated after logtransforming the data (two-tailed Welch’s two-sample t-test, *P = 0.03).
No significant difference was found between usually shod and usually
barefoot individuals at the first metatarsal head (P = 0.09; two-tailed
Welch’s two-sample t-test). For test statistics, see Extended Data Table 3.

b, c, Relationship between skin hardness and skin stiffness at the heel
(b; n = 79) and the first metatarsal head (c; n = 79). Squares indicate men
and circles indicate women. d, e, Relationship between callus thickness
and skin stiffness at the heel (d; n = 74) and the metatarsal head
(e; n = 74). r and P values are from Pearson product–moment correlation
association tests. Lines represent linear regression model fits for the two
variables.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Skin material properties across regions.
a, Relationship between callus thickness and skin hardness. b, Relationship
between callus thickness and skin stiffness. Data points indicate
measurements from the heel (green circle) and first metatarsal head (lightblue square) in all participants. Dashed lines indicate the ordinary least
squares regressions for the heel, and dash–dot lines indicate ordinary

least squares regressions for the metatarsal head. Similar relationships
between callus thickness and skin hardness are evident across regions of
the foot, which indicates a consistent effect of callus thickness on skin
hardness. By contrast, different relationships between callus thickness
and skin stiffness occur in the two regions of the foot, which suggests that
stiffness measurements are influenced by subdermal tissues.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Impact peak force results. a, Relationship
between callus thickness and impact peak force (BW) in usually
barefoot (red; n = 29 individuals, n = 70 steps) and usually shod (blue;
n = 28 individuals, n = 44 steps) Kenyan individuals. Box plots depict
comparisons between usually barefoot and usually shod individuals.
b, Relationship between callus thickness and impact peak force (BW)
in US individuals (n = 22 individuals) when barefoot (yellow), wearing
uncushioned shoes (orange) and wearing cushioned shoes (red).

Likelihood ratio tests carried out on model variance from linear mixedeffects models presented in Extended Data Tables 5, 7 indicate that there is
no significant relationship between callus thickness and impact peak force
and no effect of footwear-use category or footwear condition (P > 0.05).
For all box plots, boxes represent interquartile ranges, middle bars
represent median values, whiskers extend to the most extreme data point
± 1.5× the interquartile range and more extreme data points are indicated
by circles.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Kenya sample size information

Number of Kenyan participants from whom measurements were analysed for each variable. For callus thickness, data from five individuals at the metatarsal head and four individuals at the
heel had to be excluded owing to poor ultrasound image quality. Skin stiffness could not be recorded for one individual at the metatarsal head owing to technical difficulties, and one outlier was
removed for the heel. For vibration threshold data, 2 outliers (±3 s.d.) were removed for 30-Hz metatarsal head, 4 outliers were removed for 30-Hz heel, 2 outliers were removed for 200-Hz metatarsal
head and 4 outliers were removed for 200-Hz heel. In one individual, vibration thresholds could not be reliably measured owing to numbness. For impact force variables from Kenyan participants,
measurements from participants were included when a clearly discernible impact peak was visible in the vertical ground reaction force trace and the participant appeared to walk at a constant speed
over the force plate.
*For impact force variables, numbers in parenthesis indicate total number of steps included in analysis.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Anthropometric, skin and sensitivity data of the Kenyan individuals

See Extended Data Table 1 for sample sizes for all variables.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Skin mechanical properties in Kenyan participants

P values and t-statistics are from two-tailed Welch’s two-sample t-tests between usually shod and usually barefoot participants. All data values are reported as mean ± 1 s.d. See Extended Data Table 1
for sample sizes for all variables.
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Extended Data Table 4 | Vibration threshold model coefficients and statistical results

The response variable in all models is amplitude of vibration threshold for a given vibration frequency. For ‘Footwear use’ the reference level is usually shod. For ‘Sex’ the reference level is female.
P values are based on two-tailed type-3 ANOVAs.
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Extended Data Table 5 | Impact force model coefficients and statistical results for the Kenyan cohort

For ‘Footwear use’ the reference level is usually shod. For ‘Sex’ the reference level is female. P values are based on two-tailed likelihood ratio tests. For all models, n = 114 steps from n = 57 individuals.
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Extended Data Table 6 | Impact force results for the US cohort

For all values and tests, n = 22 individuals. All data values are reported as mean ± 1 s.d. All pairwise contrast tests were conducted on variances from linear mixed-effects models presented in
Extended Data Table 7. Pairwise contrasts were only carried out if the footwear condition was found to have a significant effect on model fit. All P values for pairwise contrast tests were adjusted
using a Holm–Bonferroni correction. All tests were two-tailed and had degrees of freedom (d.f.) = 44.
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Extended Data Table 7 | Impact force model coefficients and statistical results for the US cohort

For all models, n = 22 individuals. For ‘Footwear condition’, the reference level is cushioned shoe, ‘C1’ is barefoot, and ‘C2’ is uncushioned shoe. For ‘Sex’ the reference level is female. P values are
based on two-tailed likelihood ratio tests.
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Data collection

Ultrasound data were collected using Philips Lumify software. Force data were collected using LabChart (v. 8.1.8) software in Kenya, and
Qualisys QTM (v. 2.14) software in the U.S. Kinematics data were collected using Qualisys QTM (v. 2.14).

Data analysis

ImageJ (v. 1.42q) was used for ultrasound image analysis. MATLAB (2016a) was used for data processing and analysis. Statistics were
performed in R (v. 3.3.1).
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The authors declare that all relevant processed data supporting the findings of this study are available as Source Data. Further data are available from the
corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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Sample size

We did not perform a sample size calculation. For mechanical properties and sensitivity tests, we determined target sample sizes based on
previous studies that have performed similar analyses (e.g., Strzalkowski et al., 2015; Schlee et al., 2009). These studies used sample sizes of
roughly 20-25 individuals. Our sample size far exceed this number (81 participants), so we were confident that our sample size was sufficient.
For the impact force analyses, we based our sample sizes on previous studies, which had collected data from 10-22 participants (Addison and
Lieberman, 2015; Lafortune and Hennig, 1992). Our samples exceeded (Kenya: 57 participants) or were within range (U.S.: 22 participants) of
those previous studies.

Data exclusions

Inclusion criteria for participants were being 18-75 years of age, having no obvious gait abnormalities, no open foot injuries and no diseases
affecting the somatosensory system. Individuals who did not meet these criteria were excluded from the study. All exclusionary criteria were
preestablished. Two participants were excluded from the study due to gait abnormalities related to prior musculoskeletal injury. For callus
thickness, data from five individuals at the MH and four individuals at the heel had to be excluded due to poor ultrasound image quality. Skin
stiffness could not be recorded for one individual at the MH due to technical difficulties, and one outlier was removed for the heel. For
vibration threshold data, two outliers (± 3 S.D) were removed for 30 Hz MH, four outliers were removed for 30 Hz Heel, two outliers were
removed for 200 Hz MH and four outliers were removed for 200 Hz Heel. In one individual vibration thresholds could not be reliably
measured due to numbness. For impact force variables from Kenyan participants, measurements from subjects were included when clearly
discernible impact peaks were visible in vertical ground reaction force traces, and participant appeared to walk at a constant speed over the
forceplate.

Replication

We replicated all skin mechanical properties and sensitivity measurements three times. We replicated impact force measurements four
times for Kenyan participants, although in some instances we could only use 1-3 measurement due to problems with data. We
replicated all impact force measurements for U.S. participants 10 times. In all instances of replication, similar results were obtained in multiple
measurements from the same individual. There were no measurements that could not be replicated.

Randomization

Our sampling in Kenya was not randomized due to the challenges of collecting data from participants in a remote setting. Sampling in the U.S.
was based on word of mouth recruitment, and so was not entirely randomized. However, we made an effort to ensure that there were no
major sources of bias in participant recruitment.

Blinding

In taking measurements from ultrasound images, the investigator responsible was blinded to the participant identity of the image. Otherwise
their was no blinding for other measurements, although due to the nature of the data collected blinding was not necessary, as there was no
way to bias measurement by knowing subject identity or condition for any of the other variables investigated.
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Human research participants
We collected data from a sample of adult males (n=41) and females (n=40) in western Kenya, and a sample of adult males (n=14)
and females (n=8) from the greater Boston area. These individuals ranged widely in age (18-75 years old) and body mass (39-104
kg). They also exhibited varying degrees of footwear use, from those who wore footwear everyday to those who almost never
wore footwear. No other factors or characteristics were deemed to be potential covariates for this study. All participants were
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Recruitment

Participants were recruited by word of mouth in Kenya by local collaborators. In the U.S., participants were recruited by
investigators by word of mouth. We recruited participants to represent a wide range of footwear use patterns, but we did not
have any other considerations in our recruitment, other than the exclusionary criteria mentioned above. There were no obvious
sources of bias in our recruitment methods.

Ethics oversight

All data collection procedures were approved by the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects at Harvard University and the
Institutional Research and Ethics Committee at Moi University, and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
the ethical principles of the Belmont Report.

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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included in all analyses, except in the cases of the exclusions described above. Specific characteristics of these populations are
provided in Methods and Extended Data tables. We accounted for the effects of covariates (age, sex, footwear use) in our
statistical models, and normalized ground reaction force variables by body mass.
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